
NFTE, SNATTA and OUR ASSOCIATION 
The disrupters have come with a new critizisation connecting NFTE, SNATTA and Association 
that NFTE and Association is acting against the interests of Officiating JTOs due to alliance of 
SNATTA association with NFTE union.  
 
Our association has announced legibly and repeatedly that it is a purely legal flat-form formed by 
individuals in earst-while DoT and BSNL and not a part of any association or union in BSNL. But at 
the same time our association will seek issue based help from any association or union without 
any prejudice. (Refer the “Mission”, “Vision”, “Organisation” of the association). 
 
NFTE Union has been supporting the genuine demands of TTAs as well as Officiating JTOs. At the 
same time SNATTA is an alliance partner of NFTE Union. These support/alliances are with a view 
to protect the genuine rights of both groups but not to destruct any body’s right. Both SNATTA 
and our association are enjoying the fruit of it.  
 
Disrupters are propagating the false news that NFTE has made an alliance with SNATTA and hence 
against Officiating JTOs. No trade union will protect any one at cost other. After all, both 
SNATTA and Our Association belong to the same TTA family. Many things are common to both. A 
unity is expected. The differences are only in limited issues, which can be resolved. It is a well-
known fact that association of the propagators of such false news have entered in to alliance with 
BSNLEU union, during the last referendum in BSNL. As such it is crystal clear that the news being 
propagated by these are purely with vested political interests.  
 
Let it be known to all that our association have no constraints to take help from any union or 
associations of BSNL in settling our issues. We very well know and appreciate that BSNLEU also 
had taken up our issues many times in National Councils. We are confident that BSNLEU can do 
things well. The AIBSNLEA had also supported us.  
 
Yet, one fact remains that whatever achieved by Technician/TTA/officiating JTOs community till 
date (like Diploma pay scale, screening test, Officiating promotions to JTO etc) is through NFTE 
and nobody else. Nobody can deny it. It is doubt-less that NFTE has extended wholehearted 
support this community till date.  Knowing this history, we cannot keep NFTE away from us. 
 
In this circumstance our association would once again like to re-iterate the stand taken by us in 
the matter of Officiating JTOs. More or less the same stand has taken by NFTE Union also. 
 
JTO-LICE: The stand of association is such that association have no prejudice in the matter in 
conducting LICE to JTO. It is guided by the standing rules. We never demand any more 
examination under JTO R/R 2001 for those who are already standing qualified and trained in one 
JTO examination in JTO R/R 1996. At the same time JTO-LICE for other cadres will not dis-entitle 
the right of promotion of any JTO qualified TTAs. 
 
Regularisation: The stand of association is such that “All JTO qualified officials of 2nd 
screening test under 35% quota JTO R/R 1996 of DoT (whether supernumerary/officiating) are to 
be regularised against any recruitment year pertaining to JTO R/R 1996 itself”. These are meant 
to be senior to any JTO recruited by BSNL based on subsequent JTO R/R. 
 
FR 22(1) a (1): FR 22 (1) a (a) is the right of every officiating JTOs in the country who hold 
the “eligibility criteria” for recruitment of JTO in 35% quota as prescribed in the JTO recruitment 
rule 1996. JUSTICEBSNL is defending strongly in the appeal filed by BSNL in High court of Kerala 
with a view to meet the above vision. The success of this appeal alone is going to be the 
detrimental factor in FR 22 (1) a (1) of all officiating JTOs from Kashmir to Kerala. 
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